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Reviewer’s report:

In general, the suggestions made by the 3 reviewers have been well handled. Attached is a series of other issues to be considered.


2. Page 11, p 1, l 3. In the spirit of gender neutral language, suggest replacing [her] by [the] just like p 11, p 3, l 8. Also, Page 13, p 2, l 4 in the quote, suggest rewriting as [# to meet# the individual#s #needs, #] so that it is clear that you are changing the quote to comply with the neutral concept. Also, Page 19, p 3, l 1 of quote, suggest rewriting as [# proceeds in# the physician#s #interaction with a patient to bring what# the physician #considers #]. Also Page 19, p 4, l 1, suggest replacing [her] by [the] and on l 2 replacing both [her] and [she] by [the [physician]. Also Page 20 p 1, l 2, suggest replacing [her] by [the physician#s]. Also Page 38, Item 2, l 2, suggest replacing [his/her] by [the individual#s].
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